Captivating Conclusions.

Following is a conversation between Sherlock Holmes* and his assistant Watson
Whats-His-Face - (Sherlocks partner in crime busting), after flying to Aotearoa
NZ, in an attempt to authenticate the facts presented on this website, and both
validate and invalidate the issues and topics raised.
Watson: "So exactly why is Child Abuse highest among Maori then Sherlock?"
Sherlock: "Why that's elementary dear Watson". "Child cruelty is highest among

Maori, because they quite simply beat, maim and harm their children". But their
reasons for doing so, are a little more complex". "Even so, it is simply a matter

of deduction and vantage point, and then it's a matter of subsantiating, intangible
and undeniable evidence when calculating the reasons for Maori's Child Abuse

Statistics which are reportedly highest in the world". "And what a darstardly and
shocking state of affairs that most definately is ole boy".
Watson: "Oh face facts will ya Holme boy...?..., the Maori are just savages still
living in the bush." "Ain't nuthin complex about that!"

Sherlock: "I don't see that to be the case in this European dominated climate at all
dear Watson..., however, if we look from the vantage point that the true owners of
Aotearoa aka NZ, are the Maori who first arrived here reportedly 400bc, then by

my calculation, the Indigenous Maori have been cheated out of ownership of their
land, and government of their people, by the foreigners who have seized control
of their land through notable interpretation deceptions, and who enforce

that unwelcome control by both courtroom law and government violence, through
a representative democracy voted in by the majorities'". "And frankly my dear
Watson..., the foreigners all know it, but are for obvious reasons
highly unmotivated to give a damn".
Watson: "I see..., like who gives a fuck about morals in this day and age right???".
Sherlock: "Or something like it". "Apparently, the religious sector is supposed

to..., 'give a damn that is', but each year, they keep voting in their own version of
'morals', which for very astute and honourable reasons, would appear to the
native Maori, 'as very sinister acts of hostility, indifference to suffering, and
oppression - not to mention racial genocide'".
"It is therefore not in the interests of New Zealands foreigner run government to

give or bring about Justice For Indigenous Maori, given the obvious loss of 'land

and people' control - and investment losses at stake". "It just doesn't make good
economic sense".
"Particularly it seems, when it comes to investigating child abuse and questioning
pastors about rape and murder, knowing the cost to tax payers, and

the downward dent on 'votes' from christians - come election time - the key to
maintaining foreigner control over land, people and assets".

"Nope, (Sherlock puffs unracistly on his pipe...), infact..., after doing the simplest
of math, I am absolutely convinced that there is more motivation by New

Zealands Government, to keep the natives oppressed in this beautiful country
of theirs..., than any other singular fact that I have ever been able to prove".
Watson: "Kiss my ass Holmes, how can you be so biased finding in favour of

Maori". "Are you British, or are you 'one of them'!!??" "Besides, you can't tell me
that with all your powers of deduction that you didn't know the racial genocide

of natives wasn't happening in the first place...!!! "Furthermore, where's yo proof
Holmes boy!!!???"
Sherlock: "Well Watson, you raise a good point". "How could I have been so

buried in my work, to not realize the true motives of our 'overseas conquests'
which were to..., how did we put it...?..., "bring democracy to the natives by way
of racial genocide and illegal immigration'" - touche`".

Sherlock: "But you see dear Watson..., if we find Channel's testimony to be true,
then you only need to read through her 'News Not Lies page', and her 'Say It Ain't
so' page, to start getting an idea about how much the odds are stacked

against anyone living life as a poor native in any country where a foreign

government has taken a native land and people captive, and maintains that status
quo by legislated force and 'legal alibi's, PARTICULARLY AS IT WOULD APPEAR

THAT KEEPING 'OPPOSING NUMBERS' TO A MINIMUM, WOULD CLEARLY REQUIRE
DEATH DEALING AND MURDER.
"Such a conclusion clearly puts forward 'child abuse among Maori' as an

indirect form of death dealing and murder, right alongside abortion, and police
shootings, as such abominations have obviously been engineered by government
and legislation..., which..., based on our findings so far..., New Zealand
Government has every motive in the book for doing so".
"And it would seem to me Watsun..., that the easiest way to achieve this outcome

of child abuse, is by denying finances to families in need of prosperity, causing
dysfunction among them, which we all know clouds reason, fractures

judgements, and leads to financial ruin (in this climate anyway), leaving only three
options..., sink..., go bush..., or change unfair circumstances using moral means
where possible, and self defence where necessary, with all the ability, talent and
power at your disposal!!!

(And from where I'm sitting, this is exactly what Channel is doing - Sherlock
thinks quietly to himself)". "Such would also give police their amunition to target
poor families".

Sherlock: "It's a numbers game you see Watsuuun..., and the Maori are outnumbered - because the foreigners are using unfair tactics against them - to
phase them out of existence I suspect". "Infact, in realizing that there are
now no full-blooded Maori, along with the fact that according to NZ law,

Maori now own less than 5% of the 100% of land they used to own..., such has
now become my astute opinion and factual conclusion - that Maori are being

phased out of existence in their own country through racial favouring by people
in positions of authority such as government agencies investigating only those

cases that are..., shall we say..., convenient, employers hiring only those who 'fit
their races loyalty bill - university degree or not, (can't have Maori getting too rich
now, they might take over - me thinks...), medical discrimination - who gets

surgery first, education provider privilege (using their influence to mislead people
about the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth), alliance grouping

(clubs like Child Youth and Family who defend each other even when their own
are guilty of child abuse), hate grooming (by an oh so motivated media and

dangerous schooling environments), and the famously infamous 'Foreigners in' 'Maori out-voted - two to one' by religious sects".

Watson: "Sounds really fucked up to me Holmey".
Sherlock: "The real question is..., how did this current demise happen to a people
who once owned their land and their government completely independently of
Britians people?"

Watson: "Fucken hell Holmes!! I'm nobody's fool, but boy do I feel every bit yo
bitch right now".
"Mmmmmm...", (Sherlock taps thoughtfully on his pipe)..., "three things come to
mind". "God..., Money..., and Racial Advancement..., at the

purely detrimental cost of other races". "Whatever shall we do..., to whom shall
we look to assign blame"....

Watson: "yeah..., ahhh, how about we discuss that over a nice cup of devonshire
wigified tea for wanna-be-niggas - the hell back in England yo! C'mon holmes
boy, we've got a plane to catch. Our work here is done. This mystery is
SOLVED!!!".
Sherlock: "Not so fast Watson, one final point is pertinent to closing this matter".
"If this anti-native climate has been fostered here over the last 175 years by

foreigners, then child abuse is merely one drop in the bucket of abuse that must
now be overflowing here in NZ society - to use Channels most accurate and
astute words".
Channel: "aw shucks... thanks Sherlock, you sure don't make me feel black at all
- not that I kinda mind being black now that the truth is out there!" "I really
appreciate it when foreigners like yourself are prepared to paint a selfless

and accurate portrait of the truth..., kinda reminds me of a Graham Braddock
painting". Please feel free to stop by and enjoy devonshire wigified tea for

wanna-be-niggas, at my home, any day of the week. And that goes double for
your Holmes boy - sup Watson Gggg!!!".
Channel: And now I will say this. Child abuse is inevitable, even among the

foreigner families, where a government cares more about it's profits and global
alliances, than it's people.
I hope that after reading this, you realize that you can stay a racist, just become a
positively charged racist, not a negatively charged one. This means, that while

it's absolutely okay to look out for the well-being and genuinely well-intentioned

interests of your own race, you must equally consider the well-being of all races not just your own.
"For to foster the detriment of one race,
is to over-look the insanities of our own".

World Peace Everyone..., Channel - out.

*This written creation was inspired by some of the 'Famous Five' childhood books

I read while being abused at home, (and pretending to do my homework - my
occassional escape from my living hell, and just quietly now..., some of my
escapes were mills and boons), and programmes I watched on Sherlock
Holmes, one of my childhood heros. As you will see, both deductive and
abductive reasoning has been used, along with rather dishy colloquialism.

Note from Author: Nellie Channel Spirit/Wairua Morton/Matene: And no, I'm not
that great at defining English in this rather intellectual way, but I do when
necessary - which is hard work coz I don't often feel like it). I noticed too, when
looking up the author of Sherlock Holmes (who is Sir Arthur Conan Doyle apparently you get knighted when you bring pride to England, so was Captain
Cook ever knighted?), that a Sherlock Holmes movie is coming out this year on
25th December 2009 - the last Warner Bros movie to come out in the 2000s according to Wikipedia anyway. Like wow... - come again??? That's epic!!!

